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YARIATION OF DELTA METHOD FOR SOLUTIO? OF 

SECOND ORDER NONLINEAR DIFFERENTIAL 

EQUATIONS ARISING IN 

ILS4TRODUC TION 

In the control system, the concept of frequency response 

of the linear system in the form of transfer functions is well known 

and it has been found to be an extremely useful tool. But it is of 

such usefulness that the temptation to extend this basically linear 

concept into the domain of nonlinear systems ha6 proved irresistible. 

Numerous methods to analyze nonlinear control systems have been 

used, for example the phase plane and describing-function methods. 

These two methods are widely used in nonlinear control system 

analysis. 

The most important advantage of the phase plane method 

ii that it displays ail possible solutions of a given differential 

equation. To appreciate this point, it should be recalled that any 

linear feedback system may be uniquely described in terms of a 

single input-output relationship, that is the system can be describød 

by a transfer function in the frequency domain. No additional in. 
formation is necessary to determine the response of the system to 

any input signal, though details of the calculation may be tedious. 

All of the foregoing properties of a linear system may be shown to 

follow directly from the principie of superposition which by de- 

finition is not applicable to a nonlinear system. Instead of a 
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single input-output pair, a large number of pairs are required to 

characterize a nonlinear system. As the ampiitude of the input 

signai increases, there may be essential changes in sy8tem be- 

havior. it is therefore desirable to have at least a quaiitative 

picture of all possible responses of a nonlinear system resulting 

from dIfferent types and amplitude ranges of input signais (Z). 

The phase piane representation is the natural medium for 

the investigation of such problems. 

The phase piane whose co-ordinates are usually the system 

error and error rate, provides both a means for representing 

phenomena in nonlinear systems and a means for detailed analysis 

of such systems. If the system is described by a second order 

differential equation, the state of the system at any time is complete- 

LY specified by a point in the phase piane. A succession of such 

potnt*t jointed by a continuous curve to show the history of the 

system is called a trajectory. The transient response of the 

system can be obtained from this trajectory. The method for 

constructing trajectories is well known (9). 

The modified phase piane method to analyze a second order 

nonlinear differential equation is called the phase piane delta method. 

This method first mentioned by Fuchs (7) and Jacobson (8) enables 

one to plot the trajectories more readily than the Lienards 

graphical construction. Before describing the modified method, 

consideratìon will be given to determine what information the 

trajectory of the phase piane method will yield. 
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PHASE PLANE METHOD (10) 

Conider a liasar secoad order differential equa.ttont 

.f* bk .+- cc * O 

et 47* 

dt 

The system descrïbed by Equation (1) can now be represented by 

two first order equations: 

X y 

-jì' t -by - cx .......................... (3) 

Dividing Equation (3) by Equation (Z) gives 

jby - cx) , .(4) 
dx y 

Equation (4) is the differential equation of motion of a point whose 

coordinates are x and y, where x represents dìspiacernent and y 

represents veiocity - . The plane whose abscissa is x and 

whose ordinante is y ìs the phase plane. in other words the 

horizontal axis is the variable itself and the verticai axis is its 

first derivative with respect to times A point on the phase piane 

completely describes the circuit dynamic conditions at a given 

time. A curve on the phase piane representing the change of the 

variabie x and y is known as the phase trajectory of that variable. 



Three conditions of Equation 4) of the phase trajectories will be in- 

vestiatcd separately (11). 

(a) b2- 4> 
(b) b2 - 4c O 

(e) b2 - 4c< O 

For 
sirnplicitya 
the following substitutions will be made: 

z i 2 bZ4e 
Then a iolution is obtained in ternti of the independent parameter 

t. This amounts simply to solving Equation I i , by standard methods. 

If that is doue, the following values are obtained for x and y. 

X Y eflht (5) 

2p 

y 1x!E2L::L) e (-°'+p) t 4 

y.(oc*p)-x. (Z ..p) t 
-Z 

In these and ail equations that follow, zo and y, will represent the 

initiai vaiue (t o) of x and its first derivative y respectively. 

(a) Ifck.4..> O 

The exponents in Equation (5) and Equation (6) bave nega- 

tive real parts, arid x and y decrease exponentially with time. The 

manner in which they decrease depends also upon . If bz 4c O, 

is real and both x and y approach the origin exponentially without 

encircling it. This ittuatlon ts illustrated in Eigure la and i 

ca'led a stable node. On the other hand, if b2 * 4c (O, ( is 



imaginary, a.nd x and y are damped sinusoids with a phase 

trajectory, &s illustrated in Figure 1. This is said to reach a 

stable focal point. After some finite period of tizne it is acceptable 

to assume that the distance between the origin and the moving point 

is negigibie. To draw the exact curves for a specific case would 

require the solution of the equations. 

If c: 4.. : O, the exponents in Equation 5 and Equa- 

tion 6 have zero real parts, and x and y neither decrease nor in- 

crease exponentially with time. In this case will always be an 

imaginary vaiue and the motion will be periodic. Equation (4) 

becomes 

Integrating and arranging yield 

y21- CXX: 

y.-x 
e e 

'liere a2e R b e this represents an ellipse having ae 

and b as semi-axis as iuiustrated in Figure Za. The physical size 

of the ellipse apparently depends only on the starting point. The 

starting point can be piaced anywhere on a given eilipse without any 

change in the periodic motion. This situation corresponds to the 

case in which the characteristic equation has two imaginary roots. 

The singular point is a vortex point corresponding to the origin of 

the ellipse. 



(c) If OC * --4:: O. the exponents in Equation (5) and 

Equation (6) have positive realparts, and z and y increase 

exponentially with time. The manner in which they increase again 

depends upon . 1f 62 4c .> O, is real and both x and y 

fly away from the origin without encircling it. This is an unstable 

nonring situation. This is illustrated in Figure 3a. JI b2 - 4c < O 

,3 is imaginary x and y are exponentially increasing sinusoids, 

illustrated in Figure 3b. This is unstable focal situation. If c is 

negative, the singular point is a saddle point, which is shown in 

Figure 2b. Two trajectories pass through a saddle point, the re- 
mainder approach the saddle point and turn away. The saddle 

point is a point of unstable equilibrium. 

As may easily be ìrnagined, difficulty in constructing 

system trajectories is experienced at points where4X takes the 

form since the slope of the trajectory is then undeterminate. 
o 

Such points are called singular pointsu (1). 

For a general second order nonlinear differential equa- 

tion around the singular point the trajectory can be described by the 

customary equ*tion: 

= 
ax + by .+ (high-order terms in x and y) ............. (7A} 

= cx + dy -f- (high-order terms in x and y) ............. (lB) 

The trajectory near the singular point can be described by 

cx 4. dy 
ax by 

Equation 7 is a symmetrical form, using operator notation: 
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(a4p)z tbya O 

t) 

The system stability characteristics are determined by the alge- 

braic roots of the system determinant when it is set equal to zero. 

a-p b 
O......................... (8) 

c d-p 

The generai comchsions are that: 

. if the roots in Equation (b) are conjugate complex with 

positive real parts, the singular point is unstable and the soLution 

curves spiral outward. This condition is refered to as having an 

unstable focal oliit. 

2. Jf the roots ar conjugate complex with negative real 

parts, the singular point is stable and the solution curves spirai 

inward and asymptoticalLy approach the singular poLit, which is 

called a stable focal point. 

3. If the roots are real and are both negative, one has a 

stabie singular point !n which the solution cue* merely approach 

but do not encircle the singular point. Such a singular point is 

called stable nodal point. 

4. J_f the roots are real and positive, the singular point 

is unstable but the solution curves leave the vicinity of the singular 

point without encircling it. This represents an unstable nodal 

point. 

5. If the roots are real and of opposite sign, the singular 



point ie called a sadd,Ie point.

Returning to the general problem deccribed by equatlona

(?) and (B) let

W =-(a + d) X . ad -- bc .. .,. (9)

Then thc regionr of 1{ and X for which the varioua typee

of motion will occur. Thia plot is showu in Figure 4. Figure 4

together with equation (t)r provldes a very eimple and quick method

for determiaing the etability of a aiagular point directly from the

aystem first ordcr equations.

Saddle
points

W Stable nodal
OoLnts ?/

/staate
/f ocal points

Saddle
polnts

Unstable
focal points

x

Unstable

Fig 4

Regions for various types of motion
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Thc control enginecr is interested not only in the pharc

plane trajcctory but alco the eolutions in the tirne domain" Thc

tirne aolution cannot be found dircctly from the trajectory of thc

phare planc. Altbough arrowr oa the trajcctoriee ahow the direct-

ioa of increaring time, thc time ascociatcd with aay particular

polnt on the trajectory ie not available. An additional work it
rrccessary to find the tlrne rerponse from the trajectoriec. By

definitlon:

ya

b

dx
E

b b

-t,-4-l

a

A,.
--9-a-vg

( 10)

c, I \,6)
I val

*-*

; .f -

is the time lntcrval betwecn point A to point B on the trajcctory

in Figure 5, whcre Y avg is the averago velocity for the diatance Ax.

then f dt =f dxrly
a -*

I.5

1.0

0.5

-0.5

-1.0 Figure 5



u 
Eoth 4 x and Y avg are measured from the trajectory 

on the phase plane. This sort oi calculation is somewhat tnconven- 

ient especially i y goes through zero between a and b. 

A more direct procedure applicable even when y goes 

to zero on the segment of trajectory under consideration has been 

suggested by Diprose (6). His procedure is based on approxi- 

mation of sections of the trajectory by arcs of circles centered 

on the x-axis and could be applied as shown in Figure 5. The 

center e1 of the first circle is located by tria and error so that 

arc AB closely approximates segrnepts AB of the trajectory. The 

time interval between A and B is then given by: 

(Il) 

where C is the ratio of the scale factors on the x and y axis 

defined as: 

- number of z unitS per division 
C : cT yiinits per cEvîi 

In the case s1own, : 26 degrees O. 45 rad. and 

- LO 
( : 

_ , 
then 

TAB 01C : (0.45) xZ : 0.9 sac. 

b sin'iiiar fashion, segments BD and DE are approximated by 

arcs of circies having their centers at C and C3 angles z and 

a re measured and the corresponding time calculated. 
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phase piane method is suíb1e for transient analysis 

of sysem .escribed by a singe nonlinear differentiaL equation 

of second order. It is worth pointing out that since a positive 

errór zate oI a control system corresponds o an increasing error 

and a negative error rate to a decreasing error, the arrows a1oig 

the trajectories always point to the right in che upper half of the 

plane and to the left in the lower half plane. 
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PHASE PLANE DELTA METHOD 

The phase plane delta method .s a step-bystep technique 

developed to solve non4inear cUfferential equations of second order. 

The geometry of the ph&se trajectories is descrIbed by a series 

of arcs having centers located on the x axis only. As tine changes, 

the center point ahifts along the z axis resulting in a change of 

arc radius. This method ja a. special phase piane technique which 

shows promise for the investigation of nonlinear systems. 

The accuracy of solution of a second order differential 

equation by the phase plane delta method is a function of the iumber 

of steps. The more the steps, the greaser the accuracy. Since 

nonlinear coefficients and forcing functions are introduced graphi- 

cally, solutIons are quite rapid. 



DEVELOPMENT OF METHOD 

The phase plane delta method is based upon the fact that 

a second order differential equation can be so expressed that the 

slope of the trajectory representing this equation can be predicated 

at any time. 

For purpose of simplification, a linear second order equa- 

tion will be used to demonstrate the method. 

Consider a second order differential equation: 

MW + c, +kj x. F(t) ..................... .(12) 

which can be written as 

,c + x 4- x - F(t) = C) 

.2 k if n - ni 

then ii4in2x 4- IAn2[ -.._F(t)J: O 

let : - k 

then x - Vn2 (x +3 = O ...................... (13) 

All equations which are solved by phase plane delta method 

must be reduced to the form of equation ( i 3). 

The phase plane coordiztes are defined as 

X: X y 



Wzi is the natural frequency of the system, that is assuming no 

damping force, the system has au oscillation frequency of Wn. 

It will be seen that in the phase plane delta method n is also 

the phase velocity in each step. Here is a very simple relation- 

ship between angular displacement and time. 

By definition: 

k 

n 

- Vn dv : dx dv : V2v dv 

Substituting these relations for & and into equation (13) yields 

VJnZvdv (z + ) dx ..,...............(14) 

dv (x +) 
a:: 

- 
y ,,...,., ......... 

Keeping irt mind that the step method requires that be 

held constant for each steps integrating equation (15k yields 

z z 
V i 

X L -r -i-- -r X : 

y2 + 2 Zx : 
vz (x.)Z R2 

where2c- R2 

This is the equation of a circle. The radius is R and the 

center is located at y s O and x - . The coordinates of 
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anypoiotPare(v, x+g)"

Fig 6A Fig 68

Figure 6a indicates the geometry of the problem. The x coordinate

of point P is the solution. De1ta a can be defined as the distance

measured along x axis frorn the v axis"

Equation (15) indicateg the direction that point p will move

if R is advanced through an angleAe generating an arc .A S =Ag
X R" Il A is held congtant while this arc is generated,

point P liea on the phase plane curve representing.the equation

under study.

The desired time solution can be found frorn the relation

betweenA o and A t ahown ia tr'igure 6b. The triangle forrned

by A S, A X, and A V are eirnilar to the triangle formed by R,

V andx+a



Therefore A S 

AX 
4G: y 

R4Û = 4X 
R y 

At 
Z. Wn ¿ X 
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: *X t ...(17) 

There is a simple relation between angular displacement 

in the phase piane and time. 

The pise trajectory always moves counterclockwise. 

That is because positive velocity (- O in the right half 

plane) corresponds to an increase of the value of x with time. A 

negative velocity (- O in the left half plane) cooresponds 

to a decrease of x with tfne. 

tion 

Now consider a nonlinear second order differential equa- 

MX -f (x k : F1 (G) F(t) ......w(18) 

where the forcing functìoa varies both as a function of the input 

amplitude and time. In ord.r to obtain the standard form for 

ø*lUtion by the delta method, a term KX must be added to each 

side of the equation. Any value of K may be chosen without 

affecting the so1ution however experience indicates that the 

soiu.tion will be more rapid if the value of k. is chosen so that 

,-r- will be approximately equal to the natural frequency of the 
m 

s ys tern. 

Equation (18) therefore may be rewritten as follows: 



MX +f1(x)ic +f2(x)+KXF1(G)F2(t)''KX* o 

+ x + 2 
£ (* - F1 (G)F2 (t) 

o 

(x 4- ) O . . . . . . * a , . . . . . . ,. . . , (19) 

where Vnv 

*81 z+a34a-5-o 
f (x) 

F(G) 
4: K 

w n 
K 

F(t) 

3iz) 
X 

Equation (19) is in the delta form and these values of have to 

be calculated before plotting the phase trajectory. Delta may be 

a function of x i an4 t. it can be seen that all the nonlinear ele- 

xnenta in the equation (18) are grouped together in the term which 

affects the phase piane in a 8traightforward manner. 

The average value of is computed for each step. 

The center of arc is on the x-axis and is located at ( -e). The arc 

segment is the phase trajectory for that step. 

The general second order differential euatian may be 

writen as 

MX 4- f(x, k, t) O 

In this equation is a function of z, k, t in general. 

Now consideration will be given to the special case in 

which delta is a function of x only. 



is a specific example, assume a system can be de- 

scribed by an equation of the form: 

-- 25(1 4-0. 1 x 
) x O .......,.............(ZO) 

Assume the initial conditions are: 

x3 andkOatt0 
To use the phase plane delta method it i6 necessary to put this 

equation in the standard form. 

O 

where IAn2 25 0 Ix3 

Since numerical values of are needed throughout 

the construction, it is desirable to have at hand a curve of (x). 

Such a curve is shown in Figure 7a. For any as8igned value of 

X, the corresponding value of c can be read directly from this 

curve. The numerical values of correspond to 4... are 
IA n 

given along the horizontal axis. 

1f the initial point is x (0) s 3, (0) : O. The 

construction proceeds as shown in the Figure 7a. As Jacobsen 

points out if the magnitude of the step ¿ z is set equal to O. Z, 

then x decreases from 3 to Z. 8. The average value of x during 

this interval is x 2. 9 for which the average value of 3 can 

be read directy as & Z. 4 approximately. Thus the center 

for the first circular arc segment is located at the point z : - 

-2.4 and -' is always equal to zero for the center 

of arcs). The radius is R 5.4 and with this radius an arc is 

drawn. to the small dot marked x (0) + x in the figure. ßy 
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z' 
continuing in this manner, the entire soiutìon curve can be built 

up as a sequence of arc segments. Since the original equation 

involves no damping, the solution is a closed curve representing 

a periodic osciliatìon. Dots along the curve in Figure 7a indicate 

the junction of successive arc segments comprising the complete 

phase trajectory. 

on this trajectory, the first arc includes an angle of 16 

degrees. The smallest arc segment that from A to B is only 3 

degrees. As previously pouted out the relationship between 

angle and tinte is A t _______ In this case, the time required 

to span the first arc segment is 

x363 16 0. 055 sec. 

and the time required to span the arc from A to is 

ZTT tAB s 5x360 x3° 0.01 sec. 

A relatively longer time is spent in the first step than 

in the step from A to B having equal A x. The accuracy in the 

first step is less than that of the step from A to B. When plotting 

points of equal ¿ z along the trajectory, the accuracy is greater 

in the region near B where the radius R is relatively constant. 

Hence it may not be necessary to evaluate R for each of the arc 

segments in that region. Omitting one or more steps may re- 
suit in negligible loss of accuracy. 

A solution as a function of time is desired. Since time 
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does not appear in the trajectory of Figure 7a, another curve is 

required. Plotting the solution as a function of time is found 

to be a tedious task because the angle corresponding to each step 

is different. It is necessary to measure each step and 

calculate the corresponding time t. The resulting curve 

showing x as a function of time is given in Figure 7b. 
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A PROPOSED VARIATION OF TEE DELTA METHCD 

Because the accuracy of the trajectory of Figure 7a is 

less in the regions of longer A t, it would be desirable to use 

time as the independent variable instead o x. In addition when 

the magnitude of A t is established 4 is also fixed by the 

relation = Wn t. 

Regarding a suitable choice for t, consider the natural 

frequency Wit : 2Tf The period T represents the 

time for one cycie of 360 degrees. By arbitrarily setting 

¿ t : --- i twenty equal time intervals are established per cycle. 

For most purposes the resulting accuracy would be adequate. 

The method will now be illustrated by means of examples involving 

several different functions of Delta. The application of these forms 

to control systems will be considered later. 

1. Delta as a function of x only. 

Applying the method of equal time intervals to the saine 

problem represented by equation (20) in ibi Wa 5 

T: 1.25 sec. 

then twenty equal time intervals per cycle 

A t : 0.0625 sec. 
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From equation (17) 

YnA t : 
O.06x360x5 

or the average Q : : 

The procedure of the constructing the trajectoryus 

about the aarne as the delta method. A value of a 

puted for average condition during the step, t hen the step 

is generated, A O being chosen to represent a convenient unit 

of time small enough to achieve the desired accuracy. Usually 

is a proper value of ó t. At the end of the step, is 

readjusted for the next step, and the process is repeated. In 

fact the curve representing the solution as a function of time can 

be developed by graphical proj*ction directly from the phase 

trajectory to the time axis as shown in Figure Sa and Sb. 

The quantity .2.. can also be plotted as a function of time 
n 

by graphical projection from the phase trajectory down along a 

time axis (not shown). 

Comparing the phase trajectories of Figure 7 and 

Figure 8 it is apparent that the solutions are the same but the 

first plot consists of fifteen steps in one quadrant each having a 

different and corresponding time. In contrast the second 

plot, it consists of only five steps each subtending the same 

and corresponding t consequently the solution plotted as a 

function of time can be obtained much more readily. 



2. Delta as a function of 

For ezan-ipie if the motion of a system is given by 

x +0.1 ii + 36x0 
then the standard form in the phase plane delta method is 

z + 62(z+O.1!.I+): 0 

X Suppose the in.itia1 condItions are z : O at t C) 

then 

XIX 
a O i 

i I 6 

ZTT 
- 1.05 

- 6 

= 0.0525 sec. 

From equation (17) 

O.0525x360x6 flt: - 18° 

¿.Oavg 90 

26 

Having obtained these data, the next step is to calculate 

the delta values as a function of For 
conveniences the n 

delta curve is plotted in the phase piane as shown in Figure 9a. 

By help of the Spirule, the distance R and angle can be 

read at the same time. If a Spirule is not handy, a compass, 

divider and protractor may play the same role. The trajectory 

and the time response curves are shown in Figure 9a and 9 b 
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respectiveI,. 

3. Delta as a function of time. 

The deta method is capable of solving the transient 

forcing problems as well as to solve the step input problems. 

A simple equation is considered to Liustrate the method. 

Assume a particular forced harmonic vibration described 

by the equation: 

)-)-4x: Z CosZt 

X -j- 
Z (x - Ç2 Zt 

;_ Cos2t 
t_f . - 

Wn Z T : : 3. 141 sec 
n 

T 4t --- : O.l5sec 

For convenience in plotting the time response, the value 

of zl t : ). 15 Wjil be employed. 

. 236OxO.l5 ¿Û : ¶n-t: Zir : 17° 

Suppose the initiai conditions are x U at t O. 

Because there is no coordinate for time in the phase 

pane, the curve of c) in this case has to Le ìOttd on the other 

dìaram. Since the time response curve is projected from the 

phase trajectory, it is very convenient to plot the curve on the 

time response diagram as shown in Figure lOb. The scale of the 
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vertical axis (x axis) of both diagrams must be the same. In this 

particuIa example, detta is equal co the negative of Co!Z 

1here1ore the center of each arc corresponus to the value o x 

on the detta curve. 'ihe tra,jectory and time response solutions are 

shown in Figure lOa and Figure lUb respectively. 

This siniple differentiat equaíoti course, cau be 

solved by analytical method to obtain an exact solution. For the 

sake of comparing the accuracy of the delta method, the exact 

solution is given; 

x-j- 4x ZCosZt 

hen the initiai conditions are 

Wn lattO 

the SolUtion of this equation is 

x$ siA2t* tsi*&t 

at t J. z 0.91 + 0.454 1.348 

From the time response curve of Figure 1Ob at t I z i. 35. The 

erox is ony 1. 3 per cent. 
X 

4. Delta as a function of both and r 

. 

The value of deLta may be the product or aìgeraíc sum of 
X 

X and 

Van der PoPs (12) nonlinear differential equation involv- 

ing the product of x and J is a suitable exampe. 

- u(l-x2) ic-x O 
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This is the equation for oscillatory system having 

variable damping. 1.1 the displacement x is small, the coefficient 

of ;: ìs negative and the damping is negative. if the displacement 

is large, damping becomes positive. The qualitative nature of 

the solution depends upon the value of the parameter ,« 
Suppose the parameter t is equal to 0.2 then Van der 

Pol's equation becomes 

- 0.2 (1 - x2) + x O 

Arranging this equation in the standard form of the delta 

method yields 

2 0.2 z z -, 4-Wn (XWfl (1*x )nj: O 

- 0.2 (1 - z2) ; $ äi 8z 

where - - 0.2 a2 (1 z2) 

Assume the initial conditions are z = O and 1.5 at 

t 0. 

Since Vn I T 6.28 sec. 
T hence t 0. 3 sec. 

40= 17° 

Both the phase plane trajecto * time response curvis 

are plotted in Figures lia and lib r*veiy. The most interest- 
ing property of the solution for Y*n dar PO1'* equation is that there 
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is a particular closed solution curve that is ultimately achieved, 

regardless of the initial conditions. This closed curve r*pre*ents 

a steady..state periodic oscillation. determined only by properties 

of the equation itself1 and independent of the way the oscillation 

is started. It is a phenomenon characteristic of oscillations 

with nonlinear damping and cannot occur in a linear system. This 

steady state solution is called limit cycle. If the initial condition 

is outside the limit cycle, the solution curve spirals inward. V hen 

the delta is a product of z and , The value of delta has to be 

calculated for each step. 

This delta method is so simple and practical to handle the 

second order nonlinear differential equations. The application to 

the control systems will be considered later. 



APPLICATIONS 

Many of our prevalent control systems may be re- 

presented by linear second order differential equations because 

the higher order terms are insignificant within a prescribed 

operating range. JI a significant nonlinearity exIsts the analytic 

solution of the second order equations become much more diffi- 

cult and arduous. The phase plane delta method is a very power- 

fui graphical method for the step-by-step soution. 

It is clear that, when accuracy is important and a 

computing machine is available, numerical methods have much 

to recommend them. But graphical constructions are sometimes 

more useful because they present inorrnation to the engineer of a 

more general character. Thus the application of the delta method 

(with the variation recommended) to the analysis of several kinds 

of nonlinear, second order, control systems will be illustrated in 

the following examples. 

STEP INPUTS 

Example 1. A simple positiol Ser omeeniam With 
nonlinear gain is considered. 

Assume that the transfer function G(s) 

represents a servomotor. The block f has a bilinear element whose 

characteristics are represented in Figure 1Zb. 
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Fig 12A

Block Dlagram

G(s )
s(I+sT)

Bilinear

f(e)=KIe=e
f(e)=K2e=2e

Fig I2B

gain functlon
,:

when 1el4 eg
when le l)ea
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Suppose the input Is a step function R and the initial 

coitiozw at rest are e(0) e and e(0) O at t O. (e0 ìs 

a ea the vertical or e axis). 

The characteristic of the system described by the block 

diagram Figure iZa can be written 

e r-c R-C 
T4-é: f(e)s F(R.c)...... ....... 

: C - .= -c5 

Equation (2 1) can be rewritten in terms of the actuating signal e. 

T; -4- ¿ -1- f(e) O ............. 
As a first step, the bilinear system «e) is plotted against the 

actuating signal e in Figure 13a, and the diagram shows abrupt 

changes of slope when e ea. 

V'lienJe 1i greater than ea, f(e) is equal to 

f(e):Kiea +K2(e-ea) 
:K' te _ ______________ k1 

Equation (22) is rewritten as 

4-__ [e - -k1) (!_Ji o 

: £_IcZ-kieaJ 
For the sake of argument, suppose 

T K1 ea 1 

K2 = 2 



m 
+ (e - ea) when 

¿ 

e 
¡ > ea 

e when ¡ej <Ca 

For a step input, suppose the initial conditions arc e = z 

and = o hen t * o. Then the start. i at point A of Figure 13b. 

Now Figure 13a is tne same as Figure JZb except that it has been 

rotated counter-cioc1vise through 9U degrees. The curves for f(e), 

the trajectory and he tthe response of e are pìoted in Figures 13a, 

.i3b and 13c respectiveiy. Figure 13b shows that the trajectory 

dies out very siowly before it reaches e 1. After it passes the 

point e - i, decreases very rapidly. This may be assumed that 

the closed loop system is underdaniped when j e j is greater than 

ea and it is overdamped when ¡ e j is iess than ea. Then the 

determining response to a step input is to match the sointions 

correspondiitg to different types, overdamped or underdamped, of 

system response from one region into another. \ben time approach- 

es infinity, both ¿ and e approacii zero hence the system is stable. 

The solution of the differentiai equation is determined by the 

arbitrary initial conditions e(t0) and (t.). Any initial condition 

may be represented by a point on the phase piane (e, ). The 

information needed for constructing the transient response is the 

state of the system that is, the initial conditions. 

in the general case, if I(e) is a single-valued, continuous, 

differentiable function, the slope of f(e) may deflus as an increment- 

al loop gain. Using the ordtaar phase plane metho4 to *iys. 
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this kind of nonlinear function. It has to be subdivided the non- 

linear function into several linear regions. As long as the 

transient stays in the neighborhood of e ea the phase plane, 

the nonlinearity may be replaced by a conitant k f(ea) and the 

behavior of trajectory near e will be governed by a linear 

differential equation (with constant coefficients) . Whose character- 

istic roots depend k and G(s) (5). Since k is a factor in the closed- 

loop gain and a function of error of the system, it may be called 

a gain-controlled nonlinearity. Because «e) does not depend on 

time, this concept is deponent on being able to determine quickly 

the closed loop roots as a function of k1. This problem has been 

basically answered by the root-locus method (3). 

Some figures of merit to judge the performance can be 

obtained from the phase plane they are: 

i. Mp, peak overshoot (amplitude of first overshoot. 

2. Tp, peak time (time to reach peak overshoot. The 

first intersection (if it bas more than one) of the trajectory and the 

X axis is the corresponding value of Mp because - : O at 

this point k equal to zero. The time to reach this point can be 

found in the curve of the time projection. This is particular time 

is the time of Tp. By the same reason the first Intersection of 

the trajectory and 4 axis is the first zero. The corresponding n 
time to reach this point is the time required to reach the first 

final value. The transient response is shown on the trajectory 

itself. 
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RAMP INPUT 

Example 2. In the first example, the input was a step 

function. With the system at rest, the initial conditions were 

e(o) : e0 and (o) O , a point on the e axis of the phase piane. 

The graphical constructions which have been described are applica- 

bie with appropriate modifications to some systems subjected to 

ramp inputs. 

Suppose a constrol system is described by 

4.2 ¿ .4_ Zc s r .............................. (23) 

where r is a ramp function of the form 

rs 2(t+O.1) t > -0.1 
r:O t< -0.1 

and c ìs the controlled variable. 

This example was treated by Cosgriff (4) who used the 

original phase plane method. 

Rearranging equation (23) to yield the standard form: 

:+ z;: '.+Zc Z (t +0.1) o 

'..4.2(c+_(ta+.O.1)J, O 

¿: ¿-(t+o.1)*a1+a2 

where ô1 and a2 . (t + O. I) 

This is an example in which delta is a function of the and 

t. 

The initial conditions are c O ¿ O at t : O Wn : IT 

so .A t = 0.2 and 49 16°. 

The trajectory, the output response and the two delta curves 
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s,r€ shswu in $'igureE l4*, to l4.d rs*xr6€t*,rr*ly. ?q fixd tbe cen*.er

o{ tbe &rc segtrr*rrt, the v*.luo sf S,qlta h*e ts bE eal*u,l*,tad or
nne**ured frorn t&e *wo d,elt&, eurver for *xeb *tep. The rerul*
d*lta v*.lue ls the a,lgebraie rtrrn *f thr*e tr*ro vatruea,

tI}dIT CYCLS

A csntrpl. ayetem rnuct be xta.ble. The *tab*rity sf *he

comroltr*d v*,ri*bis qsn b* f*trnd fronn the trajectcry. xhe xnopt

irnpartaut ix*tabitity of iaterest irr c*ntrsl ay*t*me sra trirnit

eycle' ?he eircura&tsaeen rxrhieh iead t* the emation cr dertruct*
ion of Simit eyele will be esarldsred ilr Sxamp}* 3.

Exarrrple 3' soneider a rya**rn d*Ecri,hod by *ha egu*ti*xr
H+f (&l **'e r r $ a {- bt.t...,..r...r........tA4}

whsre c is the *utSrut *r *ontrnlled variabLs, r i* trhe input or
reforancer &ad f{d} d*note* a frietiEn t*rqud xrhie.h ia a noa}inear
funetioa *{ ths *utp',t r*t* i. As iad catae i,, r'igur* lsa, the
tat.al frieti*n turgue inelud** vi*ec*,e, $rruiamh aad fri,*flan corrtrr**
ilsnt6.

?he egu*'ri*a (34| fo,r ihe oyate,*r is wri,ttea i,n tb* b*src
et*&d,*rd fsryrr.

€3 r-ca a+bt-c
&s i**r b-c
&'o t'* &'r - S

giving ii- f (b *;l * * r & .....o,.......r.............des}
Squntian {?5} ca* b* written as
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- f' () 4 e : O 

+ Wn2 e -f' O 

where Wn : i and a - f t() 

A comparison of Figure iSa and Figure iSb shows that 

the curve f'() used in the phase piane delta method is the 

same form as the friction curve 

For b i the curve is transiated to the right one unit 

as shown in Figure 15b. Vvith a 3 the trajectory starts at point 

"A' with e(o) : 3 a(o) I and ends at point "D". This is a stable 

system with the stead state error ess : 1. 5 and e : O. The point 

"B" is a stable focal point. 

A nonlinear system is defined by the fact that the 

principle of superposition does not apply. In other words, a 

linear combination of two SOiUtIoflS of a nonlinear differential 

equation is not in general a solution. Nonlinear systems may be 

classified according to what happens to ail transient solutions as 

the time approaches infinity. Very crudely speaking this is the 

motion of stability. For a second order nonlinear differential 

.equation the limiting behavior of unforced solutions (trajectory) 

as time approaches infinity has the following pouibe forms: 

(a) The trajectories may tend to one or more stabte 

singular points. 

(b) The system may oscillate continuaiiy the trajectory 

tending to a 'imìt cycle in the phase plane. 

(c) The trajectory may tend to infinity. 
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Linear systems behave either according to (a) or accord- 

ir1 to (tp) but not both. Nonìlnear systems which behave similarly 

are called monostable, If a nonlinear system is not a monostable, 

ail three types of limiting behavior may be encountered. For in- 

stance Van der Pot's equation z *.(1-x) x 4 * s O is not nono- 

stable since it is k*own that all unforced solutions tend to a stable 

limit cycle when -? is positive. If there are a limit cycle, then 

the net energy ost in traveling around the singular point in the 

phase piane must be zero. 

In this example the input is r = a + be. If the value of 

b in the range of O <. b< O. 5 is say b - O. 25, the steady state error 

in this system is not constant but periodic, as shown in Figure 16a. 

y.. iCh a : 3 the trajectory starts at point 'IA' with e(0) 3, ¿(0) 

o. zs and travels along the limit cycle returning to point where 

a periodic motion begins. The singular point 'ï» is an unstable 

focal point. The question arises as to what the effect of a non- 

zero input is. If the input is a step of any magnitude, then there 

is no effect whatever since the constant tta simply does not appear 

in equation (25). This is because the control system has zero 

steady-state error in response to step input. If the input is a ramp 

function, the situation wiLl change because appears as a para- 

m*ter in equation (24). Change the magnitude of bt from less 

than 0.5 to greater than O. 5, seems to destroy the limit cycle. 
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CONCLUSION 

The phase plane delta method was shown to be a practical 
graphical method for determining the transient solution of second- 
order, closed loop, nonlinear servo-systems. Since the trajectory 
of the phase plane does not include time explicitly additional tedious 
abor is required to obtain a time solution. 

A proposed variation of the phase piane delta method 

establishes points on the trajectory from which a time solution 
can be projected directly The projected time solution may re- 
present displacement x or its first derivative . The peak over- 
shoot and peak time of a nonlinear system may be determined by 

inspection of the time projection. 

The application of the phase plane delta method was 

restricted to second order systems having step, ramp (or combina- 
tions of these) Inputs. These limitations are not in1ernt in the 
fundamental concept but stem from the difficulty of dealing with 
the geometry of multidimensional spaces (multi order differential 
equation). 

The phase trajectories of this delta method can be con- 
structed in a straight forward manner with the aid of a compass, 
divider and protractor. The spirule or polar graph paper facilitate 
construction of the trajectory. 
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